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GRITLY AUDIO TRAINING: DO LESS IN MORE TIME 

Learn how to take simple & actionable steps to develop a grit mindset 
to successfully execute on your ideas fast! 

 

 

 

To execute on your ideas fast you need to know what it is you really want right now. You need to 

define your success and desired outcome. Everybody has a different definition of success which 

changes over the course of one's life. Success, whatever it looks like for you, depends on taking both 

small and massive actions each day. 

To give you directions and help you focus on what matters you need short term goals. It's not so 

much about having a deadline or time frame, which we arbitrary decide over a number of weeks or 

months not knowing in advance how long it can really take.  

But what is important more than deadline and the goal itself, is taking the right actions each day that 

will help you achieve the goal. How many people each year reflect on new year's resolutions or goals 

and never take any actions on it? When you define your goals you need to consistently work on it 

every single day. 

Define one goal you want to work on right now and the key results you need to get in order to 

achieve that goal. Make it simple, don't over plan this step. I've worked a lot with goal setting with 

startups teams and people I coached and I can assure you that the formulation matters less than the 

actions you take each day.  

People who fail to complete a goal actually fail to execute on it. It wasn't because of the method or 

how they setup the goal. There is no magic formula out there so don't waste your time on that. 

So how do you make sure to take the right action each day? For that you need to shut down 

procrastination completely. And it's not complicated it's merely hard, but you can do it. 

Remember your brain is designed to make you lazy and so you will always be able to come up with 

reasonable excuses for not doing something. Or being busy with other things. And being busy is in 

fact a form of procrastination! Don't ask yourself if you feel like it, just do it. 

 

People who do not achieve their goals are not focused, don't know what is important, and don't 

ask the right questions.  

Like "where should I focus on today to make sure I progress towards my goal?"  

Or "what action will bring me fast results?". 

When I work with people who tell me they don't have time I ask them: 

• What would you do if you only had 4 hours to work each day this week? 

• What if you only had 2, where will you focus on? 

 

Starting your day with intention, being focused and consistent, taking even small actions each day, 

tracking your priorities and progress is how you move forward to get the desired outcome in less 

time. 

EXECUTE ON YOUR IDEAS FAST 

http://www.gritly.io/
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I will say it again, being busy is a form of procrastination. So doing things doesn't mean you’re not 

procrastinating on what is important. Be mindful of how you spend your time and work to build 

winning habits.  

I hope this audio training has given you enough tips and inspiration to work on your grit mindset and 

you will commit to take massive daily actions. Everything you need is already in you, you can decide 

to do the work and hopefully it's start today! 

 

 You’re done! 

✔ If you want to go even deeper on those topics, I invite you to check my 5 days Bootcamp, which I launch 

every other month, to help hundreds of people like you work on their goals. You'll have 5 video training with 

assignments and access to me as your coach for 10 days. Go to gritly.io/bootcamp to learn more. 

Thanks for tuning in for this audio training, I hope you’ve enjoyed it and I’ll see you soon! 

-Aurelie 

http://www.gritly.io/
https://www.gritly.io/bootcamp

